To
The Director of Distance Edu.,
M.D. University,
Rohtak

Sub:- Submission of Exam. forms and fee in respect of APGDCA/M.Sc. (C.S)/BCA and MCA.

Sir,
As per schedule of Exam. of APGDCA/M.Sc. (C.S)/BCA and MCA (I.T courses) through DDE, the last date for submission of exam. Forms without late fee is 1/5/09. Now, it is decided that the concerned Study Centres will send the list of Re-appear candidate instead of exam. forms on the prescribed proforma (Specimen proforma overleaf) along with the exam. fee to the concerned Result Branches.

The Study Centres are required to send their list Semester-wise along with fee (semester wise) mentioning therein the correct Enrolment numbers and previous Roll No. of the said Semester in which his/her name is included in the list.

The Study Centres are required to send these lists to the following offices separately in the following way:-

1. BCA and M.Sc. (C.S)  A.R (A-III)
   MDU, Rohtak

2. APGDCA and MCA  D.R (R-I)
   MDU, Rohtak

The consolidated list and fee will not be acceptable by the University. The list and fee should be sent to the University Semester-wise.

The Director of DDE, MDU, Rohtak is requested kindly to circulate/place the above letter and proforma on the University Website so that the Study Centres may download the proforma for compliance.

Yours faithfully,

Asstt. Registrar (R-III)

Copy of the above is forwarded to the Dy. Registrar (R-I), MDU, Rtk for information and n/a.
MAHARSHI DAYANAND UNIVERSITY ROHTAK

List of Re-appear Students for the Examination to be held in _________________

Name of Examination _______________ Semester ___________ Study Center Name_______________________

Note: This list is in lieu of Examination Forms. The students are not required to fill the Examination Forms. This list should be duly typed in capital letters. Use separate Performa semester-wise. Each page should be attested by the Head of Institution.

<table>
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<tr>
<th>Sr. No</th>
<th>University Roll No. To be allotted by the Uni.</th>
<th>Previous Roll No.</th>
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